
While most hair may never naturally reach

its full Disney princess potential on its own

we can achieve Hollywood  hair easily with

the addition of extensions or full hairpieces.

What most people don’t realize is that

nearly every starlet we see walking the red

carpet is getting a little extra boost with the

help of added hair simply from extensions.

Extensions can be permanent (hot or cold

fusion) or semi-permanent (clips or tape).

The clip or tape attachment may be used for

people who like to take the extensions on

and off for special one-night occasions. For

a more permanent solution, hot or cold fusion attachments are the 

answer and wouldn’t have to be removed at the end of the night. Either

option is designed to blend seamlessly into existing hair so no one but

you know they are there. At Transitions Hair Solutions we offer a wide

selection of hair extensions. It’s the perfect, virtually undetectable 

solution that’s not just for the red carpet but for adding that fullness,

body or length you haven’t been able to achieve with your natural hair.

How do they Work?

Extensions are applied to the client’s

existing hair through permanent or a

semi-permanent process. One of the

best parts to the end result, other

than the look, is that they are 100%

human hair which means they can

be washed, blow dried, flat ironed,

and curled just like your real hair.

They are available in various colors

and three different textures (straight,

wavy, and curly) so your look can

easily be changed by adding or 

removing extensions. Look out J-Lo

and Jessica Simpson we are catching

on to your secrets.

What Does it Cost?

Cost can vary from person to person

and which type of extension being used. It is also dependent on length

and amount of hair being added. The real question you have to ask 

yourself is what kind of look are you trying to achieve and how you

want them attached. Some clients will put extensions in for volume and

length or just a few for highlights. Where others may want to have a

whole different look for a special event. Add a pop of color or just a

little extra volume and length.

How long do they last?

Most people wear permanent extensions up to 3-6 months depending

on the attachment and semi-permanent for up to 4-6 weeks before any

“upkeep” might be needed. Upkeep means that after the expected time

has passed you may need to add a few extensions to areas that may have

grown too long. Those areas may need to have the extensions removed

and replaced.

Will they damage my existing hair?

A main concern with getting permanent or semi permanent extensions

are numerous stories of women having their hair fallout from them.

There are also online reports about how extensions can damage hair.

These complaints are almost always the result of stylists that are not

trained and certified to provide the service properly, including not 

providing the client with proper instructions for at home care. At  

Transitions Hair Solutions we only use hair extensions from companies

who provide their product to licensed professionals. These companies

also require a certification course before allowing stylists to use their

product. So whether you are looking for Hollywood hair or just building

on what you naturally have, extensions may be a solution for you.

Danielle, a licensed cosmetologist and recognized
authority specially trained in non-surgical hair 
replacement, has worked with the unique 
challenges of female hair loss artistically, techni-
cally and emotionally for over 20 years. Danielle is 
available for a private consultation at no charge by
appointment Tuesday through Saturday.  
Call 732-282-0020.

Email: Danielle@transitionshairsolutions.com.

Her studio is located at 1860 Highway 35, Wall.

For additional information go to:
www.transitionshairsolutions.com.

A lot of women’s life-long goal is to have hair that flows

beautifully down their back in perfect mermaid waves –

thank you, Disney and Hollywood, for that.
By Danielle Grillo
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